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Change Summary
Added Lightning Safety Alert information at section 8.5 and a copy of
the BR Safety Alert in Annex A

SAFETY POLCY
Pengwern Boat Club has a zero tolerance for anyone being harmed as a result of our
members’ participation in the sport.
We believe that harm is not an inevitable consequence of our activities and that
incidents that cause harm can be avoided. We will strive to provide an environment in
which the sport can be practiced safely and enjoyably by our members. We will guide
and lead our members in a way that fulfils these aims.
We recognise that our members have primary responsibility for their own safety and
the safety of others. The Club, through its Officers and Committee, will encourage
safe practice having due regard for the guidance provided by British Rowing in
RowSafe.
The Club has safety rules that it expects its members to respect; these can be found
via a link on the club’s web site (www.pengwernbc.co.uk). Complying with these
rules will help to prevent harm.
The Club is also committed to learn from the incidents it becomes aware of and will
share this information to help others in the sport to learn too. We are committed to
make appropriate use of British Rowing’s Incident Reporting System.
Members are invited to refer any questions and concerns, relating to safety, to the
Club’s Rowing Safety Adviser (Kailey Firmin) or her deputy (Jim Wilkinson).

Signed by Chairman:......................... Date:..................
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to make all club members aware of the arrangements
in place at Pengwern Boat Club to provide as safe an environment as practicable
given the nature of rowing and its inherent potential hazards.
The key message is that:

SAFETY IS EVERYBODY’S RESPONSIBILITY.
Failure to follow the safety advice may invalidate your and the club’s insurance
cover.

Rowing Members of PBC
Currently rowing members can be categorised into one of 5 groups
• Juniors – Usually mixed ability groups. These can vary from absolute beginners to
experienced rowers.
• Beginners
• Intermediate experience
• Experienced
• Adapted rowers – vary from absolute beginners to more experienced. Will differ in
requirements and require an individualised safety plan.
2.1

Members with Specific Disabilities and Special Needs Requirements
Coaches and responsible adults must be made aware of any conditions that may affect
the performance of any person in their charge. They must assess the risk to the
individual when organising training programs.
Coaches and responsible people must be made fully aware of any medication being
taken by their charges.
Where the disability puts an increased risk on the individual and on other members of
PBC a written risk assessment must be carried out by the coach or responsible person.

2.2

Special Needs Requirements
All vulnerable adults and children with “special needs requirements” MUST be the
subject of a written Risk Assessment.
In the case of juniors, further information should be sought from the parent or
guardian. In the case of a school participant they will be the subject of a Risk
Assessment on outdoor activities carried out by the school. This Risk Assessment will
form the basis of the PBC Risk Assessment for this individual.
Individuals with special needs requirements may be at a significantly increased risk
when on the water. It is very important that the Risk Assessment clearly identifies the
risk involved both to the individual and to other members of Pengwern Boat Club. It
must also indicate whether PBC members are competent to manage the risk.
Further guidance can be sought through the Water Safety Advisor.
In cases where PBC members are not qualified to manage the risk posed by an
individual then coaching must be refused unless the person is accompanied by a
person suitably qualified in the person’s needs.
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This Risk Assessment must be agreed with the individual concerned (or their
guardian) and in the case of juniors (under 18) agreed and signed by parent or
guardian. Any action identified by this Risk Assessment must be implemented before
the individual is allowed on the water.

Minimum requirements
3.1

Rowers and coxes
• Must be members of Pengwern Boat Club.
• Must have demonstrated an ability to swim (consisting of 50m swimming in light
clothing, 2 minutes of treading water and 5 metres swimming under water).
• Additionally, it is recommended that all scullers must have carried out a supervised
capsize practice.

3.2

Coaches
• Must be members of Pengwern Boat Club
• Should always carry and be able to use a throw line at all times whilst coaching onthe-water activities.
• Should accompany their crews by bike, on foot or in a launch ensuring that they
keep all inexperienced* crews they are coaching within sight.
*The captain will deterime crews / single scullers deemed suitably experienced to
boat without a coach having assessed the risk.

Responsibilities
4.1

Club Members
All Club Members must take every reasonable step to minimise the risk associated
with their activities at the club.
In particular:
• Club members accept the need to be aware of and follow the rules set out in this
document.
• follow the directions of Club Officers and committee members when they are
given Safety advice.
• be aware of and follow the guidance in the Row Safe publication available on the
British Rowing web site:
All Members must, using the method described in Error! Reference source not
found., report:
• any incidents involving injury
• any incidents involving damage to equipment
• any incidents with the potential to cause either of the above (a “near miss”).

4.2

Coaches
The primary responsibility of all coaches is for their own safety and that of the people
they are coaching.
In particular:
• Coaches must take every reasonable steps to minimise the risk to themselves and
those they are coaching.
• Ensure they are knowledgeable about rowing safety best practice.
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• Educate those they are coaching in safety best practice.
4.3

Club officers and Committee members
By virtue of the posts they hold they bear additional responsibility for ensuring the
safety of all club members.
In particular:
• they must set a good example with regards to safe practice.
• they must ensure that they are up to date with best practice, with regards to rowing
safety.
• take responsibility for advising club members of rowing safety.
• they should step in when they see any club member behaving in an unsafe manner
and advise them how to conduct themselves in a safe way.
The River Severn at Shrewsbury
From the Boat Club, it is possible to row downstream for approximately 2km and
upstream for at least 6km. There are, however a number of hazards that pose varying
risks to rowers depending upon their ability and the river level/flow rate.
The River runs downstream left to right when looking out from the clubhouse.
There are three main bridges (two for roads, one railway) which, if passing under,
have to be navigated with care, particularly when the river level is above its base low
water mark. The stretch of water on which the boat house stands is such that it is not
necessary to go under any bridges to achieve a good training session. In addition,
there are a number of fairly tight bends (beyond the bridges) where forward visibility
is limited.
Crosswinds can also affect parts of the river, even close to the club. The level of the
River Severn at Shrewsbury can rise and fall quite considerably, depending upon
rainfall in Mid Wales and the amount of water released from the dams. This can easily
lead to a rise of 0.5 metres or more within a matter of hours. With higher water, the
stream can increase quite significantly particularly on the bends. High water will bring
debris downstream with it, which can often be semi-submerged.
The Environment Agency has a website that gives the current level and also a
prediction 36 hours ahead.
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Figure 1: Map of the local water
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Local Club Rules
Controlled boat speed – No Racing or full pressure is to be carried out by any
Pengwern BC boats on the stretch of river, indicated by red arrows, shown below
(Benbow quay to Welsh Bridge): (exception being in an organised club event)

River hazards: Welsh Bridge, Slipway (Access point), other river users, collision site.
No turning zone X – When safe please turn outside of the ‘no turning zone’, shown
below:
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Basic outing plan
6.1

Prior to the outing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Carry out a risk assessment for the outing, as per section 8.
Check the boat for damage.
Check the bow ball does not deflect when pressure is applied to it,
Check that the heel of each shoe does not lift higher than the front of the shoe
(where the shoe is attached to the footplate.
Each heel should be checked independently. The heel restraint should also be
checked for damage.
Boat upstream, in accordance with the general navigation rules given later
Check upstream of the boathouse before pushing off and cross immediately to the
opposite bank.
Check that you have hi-vis, if in bow position or sculling (ideally everyone will be
wearing it)

During the outing
• Keep to the right-hand side of the river at all times.
• Keep a sharp lookout for other boats on the river and give them adequate loud
warning if they are on a collision course with you.
• Do not stop or take part in ‘exercises’ on bends.
• Do not spin on bends – spinning should normally only occur immediately
downstream of the Welsh bridge, near Greyfriars bridge, near Kingsland bridge or
upstream of the footbridge above the Welsh bridge.
• When landing, approach the boathouse in an upstream direction staying on the
right-hand bank and STOP in line with the downstream end of the pontoon. Check
the river upstream is clear and that there is space on the raft. Cross the river
without delay. (You can make use of the stream to do this. If you angle the bows
towards the boathouse, the boat will drift across the river towards the raft of its
own accord, a few strokes may be necessary to hold position against the stream
relative to the raft).
• Always approach the pontoon slowly.

6.3

After the outing
Report any incidents that involved injury to anybody, damage to equipment or had the
potential to do so using the British Rowing online reporting system and to the club’s
Water Safety Officer (Error! Reference source not found.)
Report damage to any equipment in the “boat damage” folder which is in the weights
room.

Beginners
Beginners are inexperienced athletes or a crew coxed with limited competence. All
outings for beginners must be accompanied and be under the direct supervision of a
coach, either on foot, on a bike or in a rescue launch (see Rescue/ Safety Launches).
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Figure 2: Beginners Training Area
The coach is responsible for the safety of any beginner crew for the duration of the
outing. The coach must carry a suitable throw line and be practiced in its use.
Beginners may only boat in low stream conditions.
Beginners must stay in sight of the Clubhouse within the blue coloured area in Figure
2: Beginners Training Area.
Novice crews unaccompanied by a coach must stay between the English and Welsh
bridges. Novice Scullers must not go below the English Bridge and should only go
above the Welsh Bridge if deemed competent by a coach and initially should be
accompanied by a Senior Sculler.

Assessment of Risk
All Club members who take to the water should be able to swim at least 50 metres in
light clothing.
All crews must assess the safety risk associated with their outing using the guidance
provided in Error! Reference source not found.: How Safe Is My Outing.
Black (and above) – NO ROWING
Red – No outings unless very
experienced
Stay between English and Welsh
Bridges. Assess Risk. Use of club 1x
& 2x sculling equipment prohibited.
Amber – Look out for debris and
inform others
Juniors must be assessed on their
ability in the conditions. Rescue boat
must be available
Beginners – No outing
Intermediates – Stay between the
English and Welsh bridges
Experiences – Risk assess if going
upstream beyond Welsh Bridge
Green – Suitable for all rowers

Figure 3: River level guide
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8.1

Normal / Low River Levels. (see green marker on the slipway)
Good water conditions. Little stream. The pontoon should be at base level and be fully
accessible.
The river is suitable for rowers of all abilities when the green zone is still visible,
Figure 3.
Juniors of all abilities may row between the English and Welsh Bridges. Following
assessment of their ability more experienced junior crews may row upstream of the
Welsh Bridge. Coaches must assess their physical ability as to how far upstream they
are allowed to row. Junior members should always be under the supervision of a
coach or senior Club member either on the bank or in a coaching launch.
When junior rowing sessions are taking place the safety boat must be available on the
water. It must not be used for coaching.
Beginners should stay within sight of the clubhouse (Figure 2) and be supervised by a
coach or senior Club member.
Intermediate Experience rowers may row upstream if accompanied by an
experienced cox or, if sculling, by an experienced club sculler. Downstream they
should turn above the English Bridge.
Experienced crews and scullers may use the whole of the navigable part of the River
- downstream as far as the footbridge above the weir and upstream to Berwick House
(approx 6km). Above Berwick House crews and scullers need to assess the risk
associated with the longer distances, the river conditions and time away from the
clubhouse.

8.2

Increased Water Levels (see amber marker on the slipway)
No boating below the English Bridge.
All crews must keep a look out for floating debris and alert other Club members at the
earliest opportunity.
Junior Rowers must be assessed as to their experience and physical suitability to row
in these conditions. Depending upon the conditions experienced junior crews may row
upstream following an assessment by the coach. Junior members should always be
under the supervision of a coach or senior club member either on the bank or in a
coaching launch.
When junior rowing sessions are taking place the rescue boat must be available on the
water. It must not be used for coaching.
Beginners must not boat.
Intermediate Experienced rowers should stay between the English and Welsh
Bridges. Coaches should assess the suitability of this group of rowers to cope with the
greater physical requirements in rowing upstream and the experience needed to turn in
a fast stream before agreeing to them boating. Scullers who sit within this category
should assess with their coach / senior club member before deciding whether to take
to the water in these conditions.
Experienced crews and scullers may continue to row upstream of the Welsh Bridge
but only after the coach has assessed the risk to the crew / sculler. Coxes must be
experienced in handling difficult water conditions. Crews should assess the risk at all
times and turn back if the conditions deteriorate.
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8.3

High Water Conditions (see red marker on slipway)
At all times boating will be at the discretion of the Club Captain or nominated deputy.
There will be no sculling using club owned equipment when the red marker is in the
water.
Juniors must not boat.
Beginners must not boat.
Intermediate experience must not boat.
Experienced crews may boat following an assessment of the risks. This assessment
must include ability of crew, cox and coach. Rowing should be confined to between
the English and Welsh bridges.

8.4

Flood Condition
No boating will be allowed if the river has burst its banks (see black marker on the
slipway (Figure 3). (This replaces the previous level stated as “when the hinges are
covered”)

8.5

Lightning In the Area
Lightning can travel great distances both through the air and in the ground, especially
water. once it has struck. Crews should follow the BR Safety Alert advice () which
references the RoSPA 30/30 Rule which is…..
Research shows that people struck by lightning are predominantly hit before and after
the peak of the storm. This means that you should be thinking about the proximity of
the lightning, not the occurrence of rain. The 30/30 rule provides a good way of
ensuring one is sheltering during the most risky parts of the storm. It proposes that if
the flash to bang is 30 seconds in length or less you should seek shelter. Staying
inside this shelter is advised until 30 minutes past the last clap of thunder. This
ensures that any distant strikes at the beginning of the storm (lightning can travel up
to 10 miles), or trailing storm clouds at the back of the storm do not take anyone by
surprise.

Navigation Rules
These rules must be obeyed at all times to ensure the safety of all River Users.
9.1

General Rules
Boats going upstream shall use the Quarry side of the river.
Keep a good lookout for powered craft and be prepared to give way if necessary; they
have less manoeuvrability, particularly when going downstream.
When leaving or returning to the pontoons always do so in an upstream direction. As
you cross over the river to return to the pontoons keep a look out for boats coming
downstream.
Report any obstructions on the river to a senior member of the Club as soon as
possible (See committee list)
When overtaking other crews ensure you have distance to avoid any crews coming in
the other direction. If unsure do not overtake.
Overtake on the left side (i.e. towards the middle of the river) unless a clear
instruction has been given by the Cox of the other boat.
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9.2

Leaving and Approaching the Club Landing Stage
When leaving or returning to the pontoons always do so in an upstream direction
unless instructed to do otherwise by a Senior Club Member.
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Leaving the Landing Stage
Ensure that the River is clear of other boats before leaving. Make sure that you will
not impede any boat approaching the area from either direction.
Push off from the pontoon so that blades are in clear water.
Move across the river and well upstream of the club before stopping.
Do Not stop in mid-stream to adjust any equipment.

Approaching the Landing Stage
Keep to the Right of the River until in line with the downstream end of the pontoon,
stop and check whether it is clear to cross the river. Be aware that boats coming
downstream could be going fast.
When clear cross the river aiming for the middle of the pontoon, slowing
significantly for the final approach. Straighten the boat parallel to the landing stage
using Starboard (bow side) blades to “hold” the boat if required. The stream will
naturally push the boat alongside the pontoon – just have patience.

Figure 4: Landing Stage Traffic Flow Diagram
If the Stream is running fast aim for a position further upstream on the pontoon – the
stream will take you back onto the middle of the pontoon. Take care to avoid
damaging blades and riggers when leaving and returning to the pontoons.
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9.3

Bridge Navigation
There are three bridges on the river where piers and columns reach into the water.
These have to be navigated with care and attention, particularly when the river levels
are high. In addition, silting can occur around the English Bridge, which may impede
navigation. Branches can also gather on the upstream edge of the bridge piers and
obstruct passage through the arches.

Welsh Bridge

Figure 5: Welsh Bridge Viewed Looking Upstream

Figure 6: Welsh Bridge Viewed Looking Downstream
There are 5 arches, the outer most are either silted up (5) or blocked by boats moored
at Sabrina quay (1). To maintain normal navigation rules, keep to the right, and use
the arches indicated by arrows in Figure 5 & Figure 6: Welsh Bridge Viewed Looking
DownstreamFigure 6.
Boats going upstream should use arch number 2.
Boats coming downstream should use arch number 3. This is not always safe to do;
boats may use the No2 arch if clear and immediately move back onto their correct
station as soon as they have cleared the bridge.
Ensure that boats are properly lined up before going through the arch – there is limited
clearance for fours and eights, particularly with high water.
All Crews and Scullers must ensure that the arch is clear before going through it.
Upstream boats should give way to any boat coming downstream.
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English Bridge

Figure 7: English Bridge Viewed Looking Downstream
Navigating through English Bridge is challenging because there is often debris and
the changing shape of the small islands just downstream. Keep to the right as best as
possible, noting that the outer arches are silted-up.
During times of low water in the summer it may not be possible to go through the
English Bridge or you may only be able to use the downstream arch in both
directions.
Ensure that boats are properly lined up before going through the arch – there is limited
clearance for fours and eights, particularly with high water.
Upstream boats give way to those going downstream.
All scullers and crews must check that the arch is clear before going through.
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Railway Bridge

Figure 8: Railway Bridge Viewed Looking Downstream
The two navigable Routes under the Railway Bridge are either side of the centre line
supports.
Use the arch to the right of the centre line in both directions.
Line up the approach well before going through the arch – be aware that there are in
fact TWO rail bridges that have their supports offset so the navigation line is
complex.
Take care when going through this bridge, as the current can be very strong at times.
Any crews or scullers going below the Railway Bridge must easy and turn under the
next bridge (Castlefields Foot Bridge) and turn to avoid getting too close to the weir.
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Rowing with lights
• All boats out after dark or in poor
weather conditions (for, heavy rain)
must be visible from both the Bow and
Stern ends.
• A white light must be fixed to the
Bow and Stern of the boat and each
should be visible through 180deg so
that the boat effectively has lighting
visibility through 360 degree. A red
light must not be used as this could be
confused with the standard Red Port
Running light.
• All crews should be fully aware of all
obstructions, should know exactly
where they are on the river and be able
to stop quickly in an emergency.
• The same rules apply to coaching and
launches when out at night.
• Crews should be on the look-out for
other boats, which may not have lights
e.g., Canoeists.

Further information:
https://www.britishrowing.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Safety-Alert-Lights-onRowing-Boats.pdf

Other river users
Members of Pengwern Boat Club must have consideration for other River Users.
11.1

Anglers
Try to avoid fishing lines where it is safe to do so and give a verbal apology if you are
unable to avoid snagging a line.
However, if there are oncoming boats then it is more important to maintain a correct
course on the right-hand side of the river than move out towards the centre or lefthand side to get out of the way of anglers’ lines.

11.2

Shrewsbury School
RSSBC work in accordance to their safety plan and risk assessment. It may differ
from ours. However, they should be following the same basic guidelines.

11.3

Sabrina Passenger boat
Sabrina is restricted by its draft to the deeper parts of the river. However, the captain
of the Sabrina should do his best to maintain course on the right-hand side of the river
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and give you warning if he is unable to do so. When the river is low Sabrina has to
follow a channel up the wrong side of the river between the Boathouse Inn and its
moorings by Welsh Bridge. More details about Sabrina operation is in Section 13.
11.4

Motor cruisers, canoes etc.
Are often unaware of the (international) rules of the river and as such will not stick to
the right-hand side of the river. It is best to politely let them know where they should
be.
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Safety Aids
12.1

Lifejackets & Buoyancy Aids

Life Jacket – manual gas inflation

Buoyancy aid

Inflating lifejacket must be worn by all coxes, launch drivers and launch passengers.
They should also be available to anyone else who wishes to wear them.
Coxes lying in the bows of a boat “Bow Loader” must not use automatic selfinflating lifejacket. The club does not have any of this type but one that is borrowed
from another club might be.
Anyone wearing a lifejacket must be aware of how to inflate them.
Lifejackets need to be checked regularly (quarterly) for leaks and to ensure the
inflation canister is present. (See Error! Reference source not found.).
Lifejackets should not be used for any other purpose than that which they are
designed. They must be done up sufficiently tightly that it is possible for the stroke of
the crew to lift the cox up by the lifejacket.
Buoyancy aids are not suitable in place of lifejackets.
12.2

Throw lines
Multiple throw lines are stored on hooks on the back of the middle boat bay doors.
Instructions for use are on each throwline. Training is provided to those not familiar
in their use (especially to the Juniors’ safety cover team) when needed.

12.3

Rescue/ Safety Launches

A launch may be considered to fulfil a safety/rescue role when the following criteria
are met.
• All crew members in the launch must wear lifejackets.
• The launch must contain the following items: First aid kit, throw line, toolkit,
safety knife or rope cutter, 25m of spare rope, spare kill cord, bailer, paddle.
• Must be crewed by an RYA qualified (or suitably experienced) driver and a
passenger. Both must be practiced in rescuing people from the water and from
capsized boats.
• The launch engine must be fitted with a kill cord, which must be attached to the
launch driver throughout its use.
• Simple handholds must be fixed to the side of the launch.
Additional Criteria:
• Must be able to carry the full complement of rowers that are being coached.
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• Must contain sufficient lifejackets and thermal blankets for all those being
coached.
• The propeller of the launch should be guarded.
The Pengwern BC launch currently does not meet the additional criteria above but
following a risk assessment is still considered adequate, until upgraded, on the
following grounds:
The crews being coached and requiring a safety launch (juniors, beginners) are
restricted to the stretch of water between the English and Welsh bridges. This water is
relatively narrow therefore recovery of a full crew over a significant distance (as
would be the case on the Thames) is not required. The launch would be used to
recover crew members to the shore either as a relay or by pulling the capsized boat.
The propeller is not guarded. The probability of a guarded propeller becoming
jammed by the long weed is high and could result in a stranded launch thus posing a
different safety hazard. The launch drivers are to exercise increased caution, e.g.
killing the engine whilst river swimmers are nearby (SYTri swimmers train by the
Agricultural Show Ground).
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Sabrina

Operating details
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st March to 31st October
Daily trips
7 days a week
6 trips per day leaving Victoria Quay
11am to 4 pm on the hour (occasional 10am trips too)
Evening
Tours leave at 7.30pm
3 hour cruise
Occasionally go upstream through Welsh Bridge depending on river levels and
weather
Areas of concern
Along Victoria Avenue from Victoria Quay to Porthill Bridge
The river Quarry side is extremely shallow therefore Sabrina needs to travel on the
right-hand side going downstream (normal) but on the same side going upstream
(abnormal).
Blind-spot by Pengwern Boat Club
Forward visibility is limited when going around the corner by the club; to
maximise the view the pilot of Sabrina will hug the Pengwern bank
Mid Cruise turning
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Sabrina normally turns in the pool between Grey Friars and English Bridges, however
during fast flow/high water level a turning point alongside the Brewery Flat will be
used.
• Contact Details: Dilwyn Jones 07487 893 333; Office 01743 369 741
• Please plan your outing to consider where Sabrina may be.
• Sabrina is a large heavy boat and is slow to change course. It is often in the river.
• The Captains try to abide by the rules of the river when/where they can.
• Be aware of where Sabrina may turn around.
• Sabrina will use 2 blasts on its horn to alert rowers to its presence – take a look
• The Captain will call “Hold it up, Rower” if a collision is imminent
• Do not shout at the Captain or Sabrina’s Crew – report any issues to the Club’s
Safety Officer (we wish to maintain a good relationship between parties)
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Annex A

How Safe Is My Outing

The following is provided as a guide to help you to assess the safety risks of your
activity. The key point to note is that YOU are responsible for YOUR own outing,
unless you're being supervised in which case the person in charge is responsible for
the risk assessment.

River level

Crew
Experience

Cox/Steers
Experience

Coach
accompanying
crew

Weather
conditions

Outing plan

Dark?

High

Beginners

Beginner

No

Poor

Upstream of
Welsh Bridge

Yes

3

3

3

2

3

Yes

Medium

1

2

Medium
2

Intermediate Intermediate
2

Low
1

2

Experienced Experienced
1

1

Good
1

3
Spin near
English Bridge
2

2
No
1

Spin at
Greyfriars
Bridge
1

Multiply the scores for each category together and check the risk level below.
Score

Risk

Actions

1 to 8

Low

Is there anything else you can do to be safe?

9 to 23

Medium

Is it sensible to go out?
What could you do to reduce the risks?

24+

High

You should not boat.
You must not go out until you have reduced the risks.

Notes:
Crew experience: based on British Rowing points system, but it is acknowledged
that competence may be achieved without entering races and gaining BR points. Use
this as a guide, be realistic about your skill level – it is YOUR safety.
• Beginner: under close supervision by a coach
• Intermediate: members that have been in crews consistently for 6 months or more,
• Experienced: members that have been in crews for multiple years.
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Cox/steers experience.
• Beginner, has only limited experience on home water,
• Intermediate, has steered on several stretches of water,
• Experienced has experience training and racing on a wide range of stretches of
water and weather conditions.
Coach - for a yes, must be with the crew throughout the outing. When on the bank
must carry and be practiced in the use of a throw line.
Judging the weather conditions is necessarily subjective.
In the event of fog then you should not boat unless you are able to maintain forward
observation and stopping distance sufficient for potential closing speeds of crews/
hazards.
You should particularly consider the wind and temperature.
Darkness, if you need to turn lights on whilst driving your car at dusk then you will
need lights on your boat. Remember it may become dark whilst you’re on the water THINK AHEAD

British Rowing Safety Alert - Lightning
BR issued a safety alert in Aug 2020 about lightning and what crews should do. A
copy is on the next page, or the original may be accessed at BR Safety Alert.
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Annex B

Accident Reporting Procedure

The boat club operates a system of near-miss and accident reporting in accordance
with the requirements of British Rowing Row Safe guide.
Members are required to report incidents, examples given below, using the British
Rowing on-line reporting system, using this link:
https://incidentreporting.britishrowing.org/
PLEASE ALSO INFORM THE CLUB’S WATER SAFETY OFFICER BY EMAIL
British Rowing provided examples of incident types you need to report:
• Capsize or falling out of boat through: inexperience, contact with another rowing
boat, contact with other object, equipment or boat failure
• Collision through: contact with static object, moving object, navigation issue,
poor visibility or lighting
• Swamping through: rough water, collision with other rowing boat, collision with
other object, wash
• Health related: manual handling, respiratory, hypothermia, heat stress, waterborne disease
• Equipment failure: boat buoyancy, riggers, gates, seats/feet, steering equipment,
bowball, blades/sculls, safety/coaching/rescue launch, PFD’s, throw lines, racking
• Land training due to: weight training, circuit training, running, cycling, indoor
rowing, slips/trips
• Behaviour: vandalism/violence
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Annex C

Procedure for Testing Life jackets

All coxes are to use the gas inflated lifejackets, which are located in the committee
room. The buoyancy-type lifejackets are no longer acceptable for use for this purpose.
Juniors are to use the buoyancy-type lifejackets until after they have passed the
capsize-test.

Buoyancy Aid – junior/ launch use only
Check life jacket visually for signs of damage i.e. rips, tears and
abrasions that may cause the jacket to lose buoyancy.
Check that all securing straps and clips are in place and attached
securely. Read the load capacity of the lifejacket from the
manufacturers label and attach this amount of weights to the
lifejacket using a webbing strap. Take care to ensure that
applied load will not damage the lifejacket i.e. avoid attaching
the weights with string, this may cut into the jacket.
Slowly lower the jacket into water and ensure that it floats with the manufacturers
stated load applied. If using the river to test the jacket ensure that a) the weights are
not grounded, b) that there is no debris likely to cause damage to the jacket during the
test and that c) on completion of the test all river water is washed off the jacket before
hanging it up to dry.
Record findings of the test in the Life Jacket register. Any items which do not pass
inspection should be clearly marked “Do Not Use” and taken out of service. The
Water Safety Adviser must be informed of any unserviceable life jackets.

Gas inflated Life Jacket – coxes and launch drivers
only
Gas inflated buoyancy lifejackets can only be visually inspected
for signs of damage. The gas mechanism cannot be tested
without the lifejacket needing to be returned to the
manufacturer. The inspection period for these lifejackets is 6monthly (September and March). When testing is due the Water
Safety Adviser will arrange for the lifejacket to be sent back to
the manufacturer for test.
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Annex D

Clothing Guidelines

All club members should adhere to the following guidelines (some mandatory) at all
times when on the water. Whether they are coxing, rowing, sculling or in a launch.
The outer layer should be of a light colour so that it is easily visible.
A.1

Hi- Vis (Bright Yellow)
ALL Bow and single scull rowers are to wear Hi-Vis (Bright Yellow) when training
on the water.
This rule is the result of lessons learnt from meetings held after several near miss and
crash incidents occurred on the water involving club members.
For consistency bright yellow is the chosen Hi-Vis colour, this will help establish a
standard visual trigger, to other water users, that there is a club boat on the water.
If you find you have turned up to row and do not have anything bright yellow then the
club has provided Hi - Vis vests (located on the back of the bay doors) for you to use Please do not ignore this local rule, it is there for your and others safety.

A.2

Clothing That Will Cause Difficulty During an Emergency
It is strongly advised that the following are NOT whilst worn whilst on the water.
• Jeans
• Hoodies
• Wellington boots
• Walking boots.
• Baggy clothing that will get trapped easily.
• Anything else you would not go swimming wearing.

A.3

Cold Weather Kit
For cold weather-air temperature typically less than 10 degrees Celsius many thin
layers are the best approach.
• Warm socks- knee length football or rugby socks are best.
• Skin tight leggings
• All in one
• t-shirt
• second t-shirt
• long sleeve t-shirt
• warm long sleeve jumper
• wind proof water resistant top- long sleeve cycling tops are ideal.

A.4

Warm Weather Kit
• t-shirt
• all in one
• cap
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